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If there's a theory that's contrary to the Bible, you just wait a little while and you'll find

it's. disproved because the Bible is true and stands every test. God created the world and God

wrote the Bible and God cannot lie. You can have conflict between Bible students and scientists

but you can never have a conflict between the Bible and scientists. The scientists can misun

derstand his science and the Bible student can misunderstand the Bible and so when the two con

flict they may either one he wrong or they may both be wrong. But study the Bible carefully,

see what it says, avoid theorizing, take it as it is, and it's true. And take the facts of

science and they are true and the two can never contradict each other,

Thank you Dr, MacRae. In case any of you neople are hesitant about accepting what Dr. MacRae

gives on Hebrew (1,25) I'd like to inform you that Dr. MacRae is one of the

world's most famous Hebrew scholars and. a great scholar at Faith Theological Seminary. Re

has his Ph,D, from the University of Pennsylvania, he studied in Berlin, he studied in Jerus

alem, and. he has two master's degrees, and I go into the rest of it for lack of time.

Our next speaker is Dr, Willett who is Assistant Professor at Rutgers University and be ha

his Ph.D. from Oregon State, Dr. Willetts.

Thank you George. I will deal primarily from the natural scientists viewpoint with the

second question on the oubliahe list, that of the age of the world. 75 to 100 years ago when

the destructive higher critics in Germany began tearing anart our Bible and saying that ecienee

and the Bible disagreed, fundamentalists pulled in their horns and decided they had nothing to

do with science. It's only been in the last 25 or 30 years that those of conservative theology

have begun to nrobo out a,little and to begin to establish their faith on the basis of science

or at. least to begin to find that many scientific observations were not at odds with what the.

Bible had to say. This matter of the age of, the earth is one of these ooints.s has been

pointed. out at one time it was thought that the world was only 6000 years old. Yet the

geolo-gistcame along with his observations (3.) world must be far older than that

from the study of rocks So they said the Bible can't be true One

thing we must consider in our study of science the difference between facts and theories. Dr.
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